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1. Results of Surveys

1. How the surveys affects our plans
a. Accepted street

1. Options Moving Forward
a. Street Width
b. Gabions and Flex MSE

1. Community Input

Tonight’s 
Agenda



Surveys
● Soil /Geotechnical Engineering
● Topographical







Summary: Survey Results
KEY INFORMATION
● Roadway 15’ wide at narrowest point
● Slopes are +/- 1.5 TO 1
● 8 borings were taken
● Topsoil depth varies from 6” TO 30”
● Serpentine rock substrate below topsoil



How the Surveys Affect Our Plans











MEETS ACCEPTED STREET CRITERIA
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST  $280,264
GRANT CONSTRUCTION BUDGET     $101,742

OVER BUDGET                                    ($178,522)



Emergency Pivot

● Let’s use an alternative method to get Street Acceptance?

● Even if Lower De Haro was made to the required width, upper De 
Haro never would be, and the ramp disqualifies our street from 
acceptance through this method.



Options Moving Forward
a. Street Width
b. Gabions and Flex MSE







Widening the Street is a Safety Necessity



18’ Street Width 
with Gabion Wall









18’ Street Width
With Flex MSE Wall















Gabions vs Flex MSE





Gabions Pros



These structures have a very distinctive look that is minimalist, 
deconstructed, high-end, and modern.



It may appear harsh and austere but they are surprisingly 
versatile and blend seamlessly into any style of garden.



Gabions are sustainable. Woven metal fabric is a sustainable 
building material that reduces environmental strain.



Gabions are not affixed to the ground; rather, the individual cages are 
instead affixed to each other. This modular style of construction allows 
them to be incredibly sturdy yet flexible at the same time.



Gabion walls may become stronger when debris, sand, and other organic 
matter are allowed to collect within the spaces between the rocks.



Possible to 
incorporate 

plantings into wall



Gabions Cons



If not maintained, these structures have been known to share 
their space with naturally-growing organic matter such as moss, 
weeds, and grass. This can be a pro or a con.



Possible animal habitats: The nooks and crannies in gabion walls make them an appealing 
nesting site for all sorts of burrowing critters. That can be a positive if you enjoy sharing your 
space with local wildlife, but not everyone is looking to invite a new neighbor into their yard.



They are graffiti-able surfaces.



Gabions are more expensive than either vegetated slopes or riprap. The wire 
baskets used for gabions may be subject to heavy wear and tear. Difficult to 

install, requiring large equipment. Difficult and expensive to repair when damaged.



What is Flex MSE?

Flex MSE is a Cost Effective, Sustainable and Permanent – Engineered Solution.

The Flex MSE Vegetated Wall System uses the same globally accepted principles of 
Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) that builders rely on for making massive retaining 
walls.

Geobag walls have been built as high as 75ft, with great success. Our Interlocking Plate is 
a 100% recycled, recyclable component which adds increased geogrid compatibility and 
friction strength over its precursors.

Flex MSE is a unique soft building material that exhibits hard material qualities. It 
weathers events that would ruin other systems, and only gets stronger and greener as 
time goes on.











Plant directly or hydrospray seeds



What can be hydroseeded?
Not all plant varieties and ground covers can be Hydroseeded. The reason for this is 
that some plants do not reliably start well from seeds. We can typically hydroseed 
native plants, native flowers, perennial ground covers, such as Gazania and Alyssum, 
wildflower mixes, and many types of grasses.









Flex MSE Pros





A Living Wall



Flex MSE Cons



What happens when they do not get watered?



What happens if they don’t get maintained



If not hydroseeded it will take longer for plants to grow to 
cover the bags. The bags will be visible longer.



Example use of Flex MSE Bags



What about a mixture? 
A synthesis of Gabion and Flex MSE



Public Comment

Please share your input with us so we can make a decision 
that makes everyone proud to live on De Haro Street.



Thank you!!


